
MDL® Available Chemicals Directory
The competitive edge in sourcing 

MDL ACD results views in DiscoveryGate include “Also found in” links—single
click connections to data sources with relevant information on the same compound.

The ACDFinder results views present catalog and pricing information in a 
collection of tabbed forms. External connections to the OHS and DiscoveryGate
services are displayed as icons.

Unique value
MDL ACD is the most comprehensive structure-searchable database of commercially 
available chemicals, offering the most efficient way to find research grade and bulk chemicals
from chemical suppliers worldwide.

• Trusted by over 20,000 scientists

• The de facto standard in pharmaceutical, biotechnology, chemical and agrochemical 
companies for more than 20 years

Coverage & currency
MDL ACD consolidates chemical supplier catalogs into an easy-to-access structure 
searchable database. The database includes information on product purities, forms,
grades, available quantities and prices along with supplier ordering information. Unlike
competitive offerings, MDL ACD does not include virtual or screening compounds. 
(MDL® Screening Compounds Directory includes over 4.6 million unique chemicals 
and associated 3D models of drug-like candidates for high-throughput screening.)

• Updated quarterly

• >670 suppliers, >480,000 unique chemical substances, >1,300,000 individual products

• Elsevier MDL publishes documentation of all suppliers and associated catalogs contained
in MDL ACD, including information on catalog updates and new suppliers, catalogs and
compounds added per release.

Access
The database is available online, via the powerful DiscoveryGate® content platform, which
offers integrated access to relevant information from related databases, journal articles, 
reference works and patent publications.

Organizations can also install the database in-house, using industry-standard MDL® ISIS
and Oracle® technologies.

Integration
MDL ACD integrates with MDL procurement and logistics applications, MDL® Notebook,
DiscoveryGate content and OHS material safety information.

Searching capabilities
Structure editors in DiscoveryGate and ACDFinder provide chemists with a wide variety 
of structure-search capabilities. Sophisticated structural queries can be constructed and 
refined quickly and easily to find commercially available analogues of interest.

Chemists can specify allowed and prohibited substitutions, vary bond order, isolate ring 
systems within larger molecules, specify ring and chain topology, specify stereochemical 
features, perform similarity searches, perform Rgroup and nested Rgroup queries and 
more. This structural-query sophistication is unique to MDL solutions.

Example: Find carboxyl and halo derivatives of benzoic acid.

Solution: Define the root structure as benzoic acid and use an Rgroup query to capture 
all of these search requirements within a single search.

The root structure is the portion of the molecule that must be present in all retrieved molecules.
The Rgroup labels (i.e., R1) designate where the molecule fragments can attach. Each 
constituent of an Rgroup has an attachment point which specifies an atom that attaches 
to the labeled site on the root. Multiple Rgroups can be defined, as can nested Rgroups 
(i.e., Rgroups within Rgroups) and conditions for substitutions. Conditions are limitations on 
the number of occurrences and type of substitutions. If/then logic can also be a condition.

Online help & Learning Center
MDL ACD comes with comprehensive
support, online help and knowledge
base, and training materials, available
for no additional charge from the 
online Elsevier MDL Learning Center.
For more information go to
http://www.mdl.com/education

Query: Results:

Only the molecule fragments/atoms specified in R1 are substituted.

The availability of new compounds is flagged in MDL ACD; users can execute saved queries to find newly added analogues of interest, which is equivalent to an alert service.
This information is not available in competitive offerings.

Researchers can immediately access MDL ACD
sourcing information from MDL Notebook, 
a central hub for capturing scientists’ data 
and simplifying workflows.

MDL® Logistics, the new-generation procurement
and logistics solution, offers built-in access to 
MDL ACD sourcing information.

MDL ACD offers summary views of OHS safety, hazard and regulatory
information at no additional charge, and optional access to OHS MSDS’s.
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The Learning Center offers self-paced training modules 
and interactive simulations that are available at any time 
to help researchers maximize the value of MDL products.

For more information please visit www.mdl.com/acd

Supplier partnerships
Formal agreements with leading chemical suppliers including Alfa Aesar, Fisher Scientific,
Key Organics, Sigma-Aldrich and others ensure:

• Streamlined ordering by using the MDL number found in MDL ACD

• Accurate catalog information; compounds available at the time of ordering 

MDL® Available Chemicals Directory 
by Elsevier MDL

CHEMCATS (Chemical catalogs online)
by CAS

ChemACX (Available Chemicals Exchange)
by CambridgeSoft

CAP (Chemicals Available for Purchase)
by Accelrys

CCD (ChemExper Chemical Directory)
by ChemExper sprl

ZINC 
by UCSF
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